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Abstract: High quality air pollution dispersion modelling over complex terrain using Lagrangian particle model consumes a
lot of computational time. In this study has been determined that there are some air pollution situations where unnecessary
computational time is spent like accumulation of air pollution in the domain during the calm or extra high emissions from
sources due to temporary failure of exhaust filters. To reduce unnecessary spent computational time a solution based on the
control of number of virtual particles has been found. Existing Lagrangian particle air pollution dispersion model has been
upgraded into new high computational performance model using integration of three methods to control the number of
particles in the Lagrangian simulations. First method based on artificial neural networks is used to directly control the
number of emitted virtual particles by predicting meteorological situations when too much particles will start to accumulate
in the domain. Second method represents the use of cell concentration estimation method based on kernel density to assure
high quality of the results. And the third method is based on the clustering algorithm to decrease the number of virtual
particles in special situations if the first method can not enough decrease the number of particles. This integration of three
methods ensures approximately constant number of particles in the modelling domain during whole simulation and
consequently also constant and high quality of modelling results. Enhanced air pollution dispersion model has also been
validated on the Šaleška region data set which represents highly complex terrain located in Slovenia. Validation confirmed
the good quality of modelling results where spent computational has been reduced up to 50%.
Key words: Lagrangian particle air pollution dispersion model, computational performance and time, control virtual
particles, artificial neural networks, cell concentration estimation method, kernel density, clustering

INTRODUCTION
Air-pollution modelling based on the Lagrangian particle dispersion has evolved rapidly over the past ten years,
and it has developed from being just a research tool to being used for operational regulatory purposes (Tinarelli,
G. et al, 2000, Graff, A., 2002). In the past ten years significant progress was also achieved in the computer
industry, thus making possible the use of Lagrangian particle-modelling techniques on personal computers.
Simple problems that could be simulated only for a short period of time several years ago on dedicated
workstations (or super computers), can these days be simulated in a much more complex form and for a longer
period of time on personal computers. In recent years the general opinion is that the technique does not need any
computational improvements because the time-consuming problems will be solved by the development of
computers with greater processing power. But this is only a solution for today's requirements.
Unfortunately, however, future requirements are expanding rapidly: the areas of interest are becoming wider, the
resolution demands are increasing, the accuracies must be better, a better sensitivity is demanded, longer periods
of time must be reconstructed, and the complexity and the number of sources and species are increasing, etc.
These increasing requirements bring us back to the initial problem of the Lagrangian particle-modelling
technique, which is extremely expensive from the computational point of view.
In this research the air-pollution modelling methodology based on Lagrangian particle dispersion is evaluated.
Its limit capacities, properties and performance are determined and evaluated for a complex terrain. Based on
these results several methods are suggested to improve the computational performance. The new methods are
developed in a manner such that the basic physical properties of the Lagrangian particle-dispersion model are not
modified. All the parameters and methods of the model are preserved in their original form and there are no
adjustments of the well tuned parameters. Methods to determine and simplify computationally expensive
situations presented in details and integration into the existing Lagrangian particle-dispersion model is proposed
to improve the computational performance in order to optimally exploit the available computational capabilities.
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
Atmospheric dispersion models are used to present how pollutants in the ambient atmosphere disperse and, in
some cases, how they react in the atmosphere with other atmospheric compounds. They are important to
governmental agencies whose task is protecting and managing the quality of the ambient air. Several different
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air-pollution modelling approaches and techniques can be used to reconstruct the state of the atmosphere around
the air-pollution sources. The time evolution of the air-pollution dispersion of the emitted pollutant depends on
the wind speed and direction, the turbulence, temperature, humidity, air pressure, solar radiation and
precipitations as well as on the terrain's complexity. The meteorological parameters (variables) are usually fourdimensional, which means that they depend on space and time. The terrain complexity and land use data should
also be considered. Reconstruction of the air-pollution evolution is, in principal, understanding the
meteorological conditions and the terrain's complexity. While some of these conditions can cause high
concentrations of an air pollutant near the surface for an extended period of time, some other conditions can
decrease the concentration levels much more rapidly.
Air-pollution models based on Lagrangian particle dispersion are generally accepted as the most powerful tools
to model the dispersion of atmospheric pollutants in the boundary layer over the local scale domain in fine
spatial and time resolution (Wilson, J. D. and B. L. Sawford, 1996, Schwere, S. et al., 2002). Their quality has
continually improved over the past 10 years. Most of the improvements gradually increased the complexity of
the models. This leads to their main disadvantage: air-pollution reconstruction based on the Lagrangian particledispersion model can become computationally very expensive. This disadvantage gets emphasized when
complex terrain conditions are present. The time used for each air-pollution episode reconstruction is critical
when used in on-line systems as well as for off-line systems. Both types of system, the on-line and the off-line,
are of specific importance to our work.
The purpose of this research is to determine computationally expensive procedures in an air-pollution model
based on Lagrangian particle dispersion and to implement new techniques to improve them. The need for
improvements is important because the improvements of the computer performance cannot match the increasing
requirements.
OTHER APPROACHES FOR OPTIMISING THE COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY OF THE
LAGRANGIAN PARTICLE-DISPERSION MODEL AND SIMULATION
The excessive computational demand of Lagrangian particle-dispersion models represents their major
disadvantage. With the constant quality improvements of models, their complexity has gradually increased,
which leads to enormous requirements for computational time. Not much work has been published so far on the
aspect of saving computational time in comparison to the large amount of work that has been published on the
quality of the model's results. In order to speed up simulations based on Lagrangian particle-dispersion models
some work has already been done in the field of simplifying the underlying physics, for example, by Hurley, P.
and W. Physick (1993), Ryall, D. B. and R. H. Maryon (1998), Ermak, D. L. and J. S. Nasstrom (2000). Another
approach to simplifying the computational demands was proposed by Melheim, J. A. (2005). The clustering
method for different purposes was presented in his paper to reduce the number of equations to be solved in
collisional particle dynamics in the Lagrangian framework. To decrease spent computational time also
parallelization has been implemented in the research by Oldrini et al. (2011). It has been successfully used to
increase the computational efficiency on very large high resolution domains with large number of air pollution
sources. In this study two approaches of parallelization have been implemented: firstly splitting geographically
big domains through classical Eulerian tile splitting and secondly parallelization based on code specific
properties to gain speed up. Similar approach is also presented at this conference in the study by Assennato et al.
(2013). In this paper the focus is on analysing the efficiency of the numerical procedures involved in simulation
procedures rather than analysing the underlying physics. Similar goals had been set in the contribution by
Schwere, S. et al. (2002) where some specific tasks that waste computing time were outlined and three methods
to reduce the computing time of these tasks were presented. In this paper additional supplementary methods are
proposed.
LAGRANGIAN PARTICLE-DISPERSION SIMULATION CONTROL
When the number of particles in a single air-pollution reconstruction episode (representation of air pollution
process for a limited time interval) exceeds the computational resources, the simulation process is interrupted
and the reconstruction of the proceeding air-pollution episode begins without a consideration of results of the
previous air-pollution situation. When such a problem occurs, the high air-pollution situation reconstruction can
be lost. The number of new, active particles that are released during a single air-pollution reconstruction episode
can be calculated from particle density and the emission during the episode. To reconstruct a single air-pollution
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episode correctly the emission cannot be changed. To avoid an excess of computational resources in a single airpollution reconstruction episode the particle density should be controlled: when a high emission occurs, it should
be decreased, and when a low emission occurs, it can be increased.
Proposed concept of Lagrangian model simulation control is based on a model constructed of feed-forward
neural network and its main idea is to change particle density in the domain during the simulation to avoid the
excess of computational resources.
Control of the particle density can depend on the number of active particles from the reconstruction of a previous
air-pollution episode reconstruction and the emission in the current air-pollution episode reconstruction. To
improve the control an estimation of number of active particles that are lost during the proceeding air-pollution
reconstruction episode can also be used:
 if many active particles are lost out of the domain during the simulation a larger particle density
parameter should be used because more new active particles can be released to simulate the same
amount of emission,
 if a very small number of active particles are lost out of the domain, a smaller particle density should be
used because fewer new particles can be released to ensure that the computational resources will not be
exceeded.
In special situations when the smallest possible particle density is used, and it is still expected that the
computational resources will be exceeded, the clustering as presented in following section must be activated to
reduce the number of particles from previous air pollution. This is very important for situations when extreme air
pollution is expected. Such situations occur very often in calm meteorological conditions when the air pollution
starts to accumulate in the domain for a longer time interval. Control method consists of two main subsequent
methods. In the first step the percentage of lost particles is predicted based on the meteorology, the emission and
the situation of the air pollution at the end of the previous episode reconstruction. In the second step the
clustering parameters are determined by a decision-making method.
FEEDFORWARD MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON NEURAL NETWORKS AS PROPOSED TOOL TO
IMPLEMENT THE CONTROL
Artificial neural networks are selected for the proposed improvements because it was proven by Hornik, K. et al.
(1989) that multilayer feed-forward networks are universal approximators. They have become a useful and
efficient tool, in the past ten years, for establishing forecasting models in the field of air pollution. Artificial
neural networks are very often used for system identification and control because of their ability to learn
nonlinear relationships (Kocijan, J., 2007).
The feed-forward multilayer perceptron neural network was the first developed artificial neural network that was
proved to be universal approximator by Hornik, K. et al. (1989): the universal approximation theorem for neural
networks states that every non-linear continuous function that transforms intervals of real numbers to some
output intervals of real numbers can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a multi-layer perceptron with just one
hidden layer. The theorem holds only for restricted classes of non-linear activation functions (that neurons are
constructed of) like, for example, the sigmoid functions. In practice the feedforward neural networks represent a
non-linear statistical data modelling tool and can be used to model complex relationships between inputs and
outputs (Engelbrecht, A. P., 2002).
Artificial neural networks have become a useful and efficient tool in the past ten years for establishing
forecasting models in the field of air pollution. The successful forecasting of air pollution using artificial neural
networks in recent years was reported by many authors (Božnar, M. Z. et al., 1993, Mlakar, P. and M. Z. Božnar,
1996, Gardner, M. W. and S. R. Dorling, 1996, Grašič, B. et al., 2006).
From several above enumerated literature it is recommended that this type of neural network is one of the best
suited solutions for the above explained problem that we had to solve.
METHOD FOR ESTIMATION OF A CELL CONCENTRATION BASED ON KERNEL DENSITY
In air-pollution modelling the methodology based on the Lagrangian particle dispersion concentrations are
estimated by counting the particles in a cell that has a rectangular shape. The term “box counting” is used in the
literature to denote this concentration estimation method. A study was performed by De Haan, P. (1999) where
the effects of the different size and position of the boxes on the estimated point concentration was investigated.
The outcomes of the study showed that if the boxes sizes are small, the concentration distribution becomes very
noisy, having a large variance, and that if the sizes of the boxes are too large, the concentration becomes over
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smoothed, having a large bias. To minimise the sum of the variance and the bias, the kernel estimation method
was proposed as an alternative, which also allows the number of particles to be reduced by an order of
magnitude as compared to predictions made by the box counting method.
The presented study by De Haan, P. (1999) was focused on point-concentration estimations. For regulatory
purposes the ground-level concentrations for a certain area of interest must be reconstructed. The focus must be
extended from point concentration estimations to cell concentration estimations. Usually, the area of interest is
split into a grid of rectangular boxes or cells, and for each cell at ground level the concentration is estimated by
counting the particles caught in a certain cell. When not enough particles are used in the Lagrangian simulation,
the concentrations between the neighbouring cells can become very different and the concentration distribution
becomes very noisy over the area. From past work we have the experiences that the results become bubbled and
less smooth when a smaller number of particles are used for the simulation. Because less heavier particles are
released during the simulation, the concentrations in certain cells become very high, while the concentrations in
neighbouring cells are zero. From the point of view of an inexperienced observer some erroneous conclusions
could be made, like, for example, that only half of the village or only few streets has been exposed to air
pollution. A similar effect is also faced when clustering is introduced to the model to reduce the computational
expense as presented in following section.
A method for the concentration estimation is proposed to reduce the presented effect. The method is
complementary to clustering as proposed in following section. It can be used independently to improve the
results when not enough particles are used in the simulation. Another possibility is a combination with the
clustering method when the number of particles after the clustering process is significantly reduced. To improve
the results of the ground-level concentration estimations a method proposed by De Haan, P. (1999) is adopted
and expanded from the point-concentration estimations to the cell-concentration estimations. In the study by De
Haan, P. (1999) a quad-weight kernel was recommended as being optimal, but the results of the other kernels
were not falling behind significantly. The cell-concentration estimation method that is implemented and tested in
detail in this research is based on a Gaussian density kernel.
CLUSTERING METHOD
In practice the number of particles is constrained by the computer resources and the acceptable duration of the
simulation. A larger number of particles usually results in more time being used for the simulation and to a
greater computational cost. The clustering method is needed to decrease the computational cost while preserving
the quality of results.
The number of particles in the area of interest during the simulation varies. It increases due to the emissions of
new particles (species) from a different source in the area and decreases due to different meteorological
conditions, especially the wind, which pushes the particles out of the domain. A smaller number of particles is
also achieved due to their exposure to dry and wet deposition. In the current air pollution computer models the
user can influence the number of particles only through the emission from sources where the same emission can
be simulated with a smaller number of particles by increasing the weight of the emitted particles. This can be
performed only to a certain level. When that level is reached the quality of the results begins to decline
drastically.
An idea occurred to control the maximum number of particles in the domain by modifying the current airpollution modelling methodology with the use of clustering methods generally. This means that certain particles
are joined according to some rules into new, heavier particles. These new particles are introduced into the
domain and the old, lighter particles are removed. The properties of the new particles are composed of the
properties of the old, lighter particles. In this way the total number of particles in the domain (the area of
interest) is significantly reduced and therefore the reconstructions of the proceeding air-pollution episodes (after
the clustering) is significantly less computationally demanding. Within the conventional clustering method
concept the number of clusters is equal to the maximum allowed number of particles. The particles are joined
together only in clusters, which consist of more than one particle.
The clustering method for different purposes was already used, by Melheim, J. A. (2005) and presented in his
paper, to reduce the number of equations to be solved in particle dynamics. The main idea is that only particles
that interact or may interact during the next global time-step are integrated simultaneously, while the particles
that are far from the other particles can be integrated alone. The clusters of particles were made of particles that
interact or may interact during the next global time-step.
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Clustering methods were proved to be a very effective tool also for environmental applications by Mlakar, P. and
M. Z. Božnar (1996) in a cluster analysis of wind fields and SO2 concentrations based on the Kohonen neural
network
Two clustering methods are proposed as result of this research: the Kohonen neural network (SOM clustering
algorithm) or the K-means clustering algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
All the proposed methods in the previous sections have been validated on a complex terrain field data set airpollution situation that is based on an experimental measuring campaign performed over the Šaleška region
(Elisei, G. et al., 1992, Grašič, B. et al., 2011). The results of the comparisons show that the time used and the
particle number in the original simulation are strongly depended on the current meteorological conditions and
the emission rate, while in the the simulation using new high computational perfomance model are practically
constant. A significant improvement of the correlation coefficients is achieved. Also, the fractional bias
comparison showed that there is practically no underestimations in the results of the advanced simulation, which
is crucial for any long-term evaluations of air pollution. The obtained results show that the use of the high
computational perfomance computer model is recommended, not only in situations where the computational
resources are constrained, but also in general to optimally take advantage of the available computational
resources. Validation confirmed the good quality of modelling results where spent computational has been
reduced up to 50%.
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